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ABSTRACT
We explore integrated domain of intent detection and concise key content extraction to tackle the nuanced task of extracting and presenting vital information across various domains. Beginning with the identifying intents from task-oriented dialog systems, the focus shifts towards extract and generate key contents which include summarization and highlight generation. In the realm of task-oriented dialog systems, the research introduces intent detection in different phases - multiple novel generic intent detection, domain specific (like healthcare) intent identification and corresponding entity extraction, identify multi-class multi-label intents and the extraction of intent spans. By curating novel datasets and implementing the corresponding architecture, the system demonstrates superior performance compared to existing approaches, showcasing its potential for real-world applications. For key content generation, we do summarization (persona based, aspect oriented) and highlight generation. Persona-based summarization further refines the extraction process, catering to the diverse information needs of different stakeholders (like doctor, patient etc. specific) within specific domains like healthcare. By leveraging AI-based critiquing, the approach ensures the accuracy and scalability of generated summaries, addressing the inherent variability associated with human-generated summaries. Through meticulous evaluation and experimentation, we study the effectiveness of finetuning LLMs in generating high-quality aspect-based targeted content summaries tailored to specific domains. Lastly, automatic highlight generation emerges as a streamlined method for extracting most impactful and inquisitive insight from voluminous texts. Overall, this holistic approach of intent detection and key content extraction are applicable in various domain-specific applications. We conduct comprehensive experiments across different realistic contexts and investigate their practical relevance.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
In my PhD, in the last few years, my focus was on following Research Questions and exploring further -

RQ1: Exploring Multiple Novel Intent Detection: Conversational agents are built with a pre-defined set of intents to perform user tasks, but newer intents may emerge over time, requiring dynamic retraining. The key tasks are identifying emerging new intents and annotating their data for efficient retraining of the classifier, which becomes particularly challenging when many new intents appear simultaneously with a limited manual annotation budget. To formally describe the research problem, let there be a dataset $D$ containing all the remaining $M - M_{init}$ classes and (b). spent a limited budget $(B - |D_{init}|)$ to annotate high fidelitous new datapoints, so that the classifier can achieve high accuracy when retraining.

Contribution: RQ1 - Solution Overview [10]: The solution steps are as follows: (a) Identify the OOD (out of distribution) datapoints using Few-shot OOD (FS-OOD) which do not belong to the initial classes. This can be considered as a preprocessing step. (b) Use a part of the allotted budget to annotate a portion of these OOD datapoints. These points (for annotation) are selected by repeatedly running K-Means clustering algorithm with increasing number of clusters as input, and choosing cluster centre points to identify the unknown classes. **Rationale:** The intuition is that each cluster hosts a separate intent, hence annotating the cluster centres would lead to discovery of maximum number of novel intents. (c) Further identify the classes which are well clustered (**Rationale:** good cluster with a single intent) in feature space and which are not (bad clusters with multiple intents). Use another portion of the budget to increase the annotations of not-so well formed clusters to build up a classifier. (d) Use the classifier to classify points from the clusters. Identify low-confidence points (most uncertain) from the bad clusters and annotate them (gold annotation). High-confidence points from good clusters are silver annotated. (e). Retrain the classifier. Our proposed Multiple Novel Intent Detection (MNID) model is compared with competitive baselines and evaluated across several standard public NLU datasets where it performs better. We use datasets with different number of intent classes - SNIPS (7) [4] and ATIS (21) [16] are smaller datasets; HWU (64) [8], BANKING (77) [2] and CLINIC (150) [6] are larger.

RQ2: Application in Multilingual Healthcare Scenario - Intent Detection and Corresponding Entity Extraction: Every nation places a high priority on healthcare. Healthcare is a high priority globally, with millions seeking expert answers to health-related queries about medical histories, drugs, diseases, and treatments. Dialogue systems are crucial for disseminating information, but developing these for low-resource languages is challenging due to data scarcity. In India, the linguistic diversity and socioeconomic complexities make creating automatic healthcare systems particularly difficult, despite the advancements of Massively Multilingual Transformer-based Language Models (MMLM). However, the practical effects of these developments in the Indian healthcare system are still unexplored.

Contribution RQ2 - Solution Overview [9]: The contributions are five folds: (1) Develop Indian healthcare datasets with intent and entity labelled. We propose IHQID-WebMD and IHQID-1mg (annotated by domain-experts) comprising of frequently asked questions from users. (2) Healthcare query intent (4 types - disease, drug, treatment and other) detection and corresponding entity extraction. (3) We aim to evaluate large language models’ effectiveness in identifying intent and entities in Indian healthcare scenarios, analyzing
whether to prioritize using only cost-effective English training data or invest in costly multilingual training data for research and resource development. (4) Through extensive experiments, we recommend to use back-translation of queries as per budget. (5) The back-translation of queries using an intermediate bridge language (Like - Hindi) proves to be a useful intent detection strategy for low-resource languages (like - Bihari) close to the bridge language.

The evaluations are based on two possible real-life scenarios: 1) Scenario A: access to only English training data (less costly) and in 2) Scenario B: access to multilingual queries in all target languages (expensive). During inference/testing, we expect all the queries are in the corresponding target languages. There are three different setups for Scenario A. Setup 1) Backtranslated Test (S1): [Translate-Test] Training models on the English queries, and detect intents and entities in different languages by back-translating the test queries into English. Setup 2) Zero-Shot Cross-Lingual Test (S2): Training on the English data and use it for inference on test queries in Indic languages. Setup 3) Bridge Language Backtranslation (S3): Here a relatively low-resource language is first translated to an intermediate bridge language (‘Hindi’) and then finally to English. There are two setups in Scenario B - Setup 4) Train-Test on Indic Data (S4): Training dataset in indic languages to train NLU models in different target languages. Setup 5) Full Backtranslation (S5): In this setup, both train and test data are back-translated to English. This is useful for the countries with poor technical setups for low-resource languages. In all back translation experiments, we use Bing Api.

**RQ3: Multi-Label Multi-Class Intent Detection and Span Extraction (Under Review):** The task of intent detection requires identifying the underlying meaning of a sentence or a group of sentences denoted by a user. For instance, the statement ‘How is the weather today?’ would be associated with only one ‘GetWeather’ intent. Dialog system understand the user query with the help of underlying intent and provide suitable answer. However, in real life, during conversation, a query or a statement may contain multiple different intents. Like, for the query: ‘remind me to pick up contact lenses tomorrow,’ set the alarm for 5 mins and 30 seconds’, contains two different intent categories with following spans: ‘remind me to pick up contact lensestomorrow’ (‘set reminder’ intent) and ‘set the alarm for 5 mins and 30 seconds’ (‘set alarm’ intent). It would require a multi-label, multi-class classifier to detect different intents and extract them. We use MixAtis and MixSNIPS data [12] for experiments. We explore different small LLMs (Llama2-7b, Mistral-7b, Llama3-8b) along with GPT families (ChatGPT, GPT4) and explore different approaches (zero-shot, example-based 1-shot prompting, example based few-shot prompting, supervised fine-tuning etc.) to check how effectively they can extract multiple intent spans and detect different intents. With extensive experiments, we found out cost-effective example-based few shot prompting can perform very well integrating with small sized LLMs and achieve performance close to supervised fine-tuning approach.

**RQ4: Persona-based Summarization of Domain Specific Documents: (ACL 2024 Findings):** In an ever-expanding world of domain-specific knowledge, every persona of a domain has different requirements of information and hence their summarization. For example in the healthcare domain, a persona-based (such as Doctor, Nurse, Patient etc.) approach is imperative to deliver targeted medical information efficiently. Persona-based summarization of domain-specific information by humans is a high cognitive load task and is generally not preferred. However, AI-generated summaries using generic Large Language Models (LLM) are not guaranteed to be fully accurate for different domains unless they have been specifically aligned to that domain and can also be very expensive to use in day-to-day operations. To overcome these gaps, our contribution in this paper is three-fold: 1) We create user-specific (doctor, patient, normal person) dataset utilizing GPT-4 (link) with specific prompts on 1455 articles from the publicly available WebMD (link) website. 2) We present an approach to efficiently train a domain-specific small-size LLM-based model using a healthcare corpus and also show that we can effectively evaluate the summarization quality using AI-based critiquing. 3) We further show that AI-based critiquing has good concordance with Human-based critiquing of the summaries. We employ smaller LLMs such as Llama2 7b and 13b to perform supervised fine-tuning (SFT) on the pretrained vanilla models where we achieve better outcomes than vanilla models and several state-of-the-art approaches - such as Falcon 7b-instruction tuned model [11], BART-large [7], instruction-tuned Pegasus [20] and Longformer [1] Base (LED-B), Large (LED-L), finetuned versions of T5-3b [13] (T5-FT) and Flan-T5-XL [3] (FT5-FT).

**RQ5: Fine-Tuning Approach for High-Quality Aspect-Based Summarization (Under Review):** In this work, we aim to study the impact of finetuning smaller sized LLMs [18] (Llama2-7b, 13b, Mistral-7b [5], Gemma [15], Aya [17] etc.) for the task of aspect-based summarization and demonstrate the improvement in the quality of generated aspect-based summaries over vanilla LLMs. We also use GPT4 and Gemini [14] as an evaluator.

**RQ6: Article Highlight Generation (Under Review):** Highlight is a short teaser, extracting important key elements or the primary theme of an article or content. It is designed to give readers - a quick glimpse of what the content is about and entice them to read further the entire document. We use two publicly available benchmark OASUM [19] and News Corpus dataset for experiments. Similar to the earlier task, we use vanilla and supervised finetuned versions of Llama2 7b and 13b for highlight generation. We use similar traditional and GPT4/Gemini [14] based evaluations in terms of relevance, goodness, coverage etc.

**CONCLUSION**

I am currently working on several limitations of above approaches like -i) unable to detect intents where classes are closely similar to each other, ii) issues in mis-classification due to model prediction error, iii) curate multi-modal intent dataset for handling multi-modal queries. To build such an efficient system, I am currently working on developing - sizable amount of interlinked multi-modal multilingual question and answer pairs (QA), and a knowledge graph with the presence of multi-modal and multilingual intents, corresponding entities with their relationships.
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